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Agreement FOP Cooperation between
China Chomgqimg Normal UmiveFsity

and ThaiEamd Rajafohat UmiveFsity

P * .    Tlrn ffl cj|+ #: i)r, .-:i * #
ParLy A:  a?ilongqing Normal  LTi'i.; ver`Gtyity

*a:    *E}Of aLyF,*d*#
rty 8 :Buriram Rajabhat University, Thailand
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In   order  to   enhance  peoples'   friendship   of  both   countries,   and
ncourage the cultural and higher-educational development, on the basis of
iendly  negotiation,  China  Chongqing  Normal  University  and  Thailand
ajabhat University have come to the agreement as following:
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I. Guiding principles of cooperation                            .
1.    Mutual respect, friendly negotiation, equality and mutual benefit
2.    To comply with the law and relative regulations of both countries
3.    Positive advancement and step-by"step operation
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11. Fields of cooperation
1.  Both parties agree to work together in Chinese language education,

Thai    language    education  ,    teacher   education-   and   concerned
cooperation and exchange.

2.  Both  parties  agree  to  work  together  in  teaching,  researching  and
field work of tourism management and natural science subjects.

'`L  Botli  par';ifjs  agiQee  .to.  enhance  c{,{`£`';"``.FTation ~and  g..1 cr}ang,ia  in  other

fields where both parties heave common interests.
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ethods of Cooperation
change of Teachers :
rty  A s_ends teachers  majoring  in  Chinese  language  and  literature,

management  and  etc,  to  partyr 8   for  teaching,   scientific
Search  and  investigation,  and  studying  Thai  language  and  culture.
rty  8  sends  teachers  majoring  in  Thai  language  and  literature,



research and investigation, and studying Chinese language and culture.
2. Exchange of Students:

(1) Party A sends  its  undergraduates  and post-gradrates  majoring  in
Cbinese language-and culture to party 8 to teach Chinese language
and study Thai language. Party a  sends its students to party A to
study   Chinese -language   and  participate   youngster   summer   or
winter camp.

(2) Both parties send students majoring tourism management to each
othej'`a.s sf,hoQl for shortHterrm  ``.*.¢jhange and liGii`d wol.k¢

Other Methods o± CLic.peration
ith the widening of the cooperative fields and growth of cooperative

rograms, both parties can seek more methods of cooperation.
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. The Advancement of Cooperation
1. In order to de-epen mutual understanding and trust, positively create
ficial,   cooperative   conditions   and   promote   the   cooperation   and

hange  mentioned ` above,  exchangenvisits  of  senior  officials  shall  be

'.`~Forlhe sake of the demand of work, a special operating mechanism

;11 be established and a certain number of exclusive personnel shall be
anged, who are fully responsible for the contact work and routine work.

3.  The  special  operating  mechanism  of both parties  shall take  up  a
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further discussion on the details of the cooperation and exchange policies
mentioned  above.   On  the  basis  of  further  discussing,  an  official  and
operational agreement shall be signed.                              '

-  4.  For the  sake  of-demand  of work,  both parties  are  compulsory  to

afford   each   other  the   necessary   files,   materials   and   information   for
programs.
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V.  This  agreement,  in both  Chinese and English,  becomes  effective,

your signature.

a:   Pffl.¥zkyF`#uk#
^1t,*:  iaif ffl#J%

H FIT:   2007 + 6 fl   16  a
Fty A Chongqing Normal University

galRepresentative: Zhou Zeyang, the president

e of signing: June 16, 2007
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a fra:   2007 4 6 A   16  E

a. L: Buriran Raj abhat University, Thailand
1 Representative: Kowit Chuamklang , the president

ature:   K;iv,I+ a-
of signing: June 16, 2007
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